Massive QED, different from its massless counterpart, posesses two conserved charges; one is a screened (vanishing) Maxwell charge which is directly associated with the massive vectormesons through the identically conserved Maxwell current while the particle-antiparticle counting charge has its origin on the matter side. A somewhat peculiar situation arises in case of A-H couplings to Hermitian matter fields; in that case the only current is the screened Maxwell current and the coupling disappears in the massless limit.
Introduction
The theoretical interest in massive vectormesons (as compared to their massless counterparts) can be traced back to Schwinger's conjecture [1] stating that "massive QED" leads to "charge screening". The analogy to the quantum mechanical screening in the sense of vectorpotentials of long range field strengths which, in phenomenological or more basic descriptions of superconductivity (London, Ginzburg-Landau, Bardeen-Cooper-Schriefer) change to a short range, lends plausibility to Schwinger's conjecture. This idea was made precise in a theorem proven by Swieca [2] showing that the Maxwell current of massive vectormeson leads to a vanishing charge 1 (without having to add additional degrees of freedom!). The proof used analytic properties of one-particle matrix elements (formfactors) of identically conserved currents associated with a field strength tensor of a massive vectormeson. We will refer to this phenomenon as the "Schwinger-Swieca screening".
Massive vectormesons which are linearly coupled to complex (charged) matter ("massive QED") possess two conserved charges, the particle-antiparticles "counting charge" and a screened (vanishing) charge associated with the identically conserved Maxwell current. The latter is defined solely in terms of the vectormeson, independent of the kind of matter to which it couples. In the zero mass limit the two currents coalesce which, besides the fact that massive QED is not realized in nature, explains why this phenomenon is often overlooked. In the case of a coupling to a Hermitian (chargeless) matter field 2 H there is no current on the matter side, while the screening causing Maxwell current on the vectormeson side remains nontrivial. In the massless limit the photon decouples from the H-field so that only noninteracting fields remain.
This last fact explains why the discovery of such a chargeless counterpart of massive QED had been overlooked and why finally it was obtained in the form of a metaphoric spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) of the gauge symmetry of scalar QED which shifted the burden away from the vectormeson to the side of the spinless matter. The (in the aftermath of QED) prevalent belief that massless QFT is simpler than its massive counterpart (which, as we know nowadays, is not correct) hardly left any alternative then to look for such a H-coupling by a series of formal tricks. The alleged spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB), nowadays referred to as the "Higgs mechanism", was the only formal way to implement this idea within the post QED prevalent Zeitgeist at the times of the work of Higgs and others.
In the present paper it will be important to strictly distinguish between the Higgs mechanism and the Higgs model, by which we mean the unique model of an abelian massive vectormeson coupled to a Hermitian scalar field. The Higgs mechanism on the other hand is the result of the metaphoric idea that a A µ -H coupling ought to be understood by postulating a mass-generating spontaneous 1 Initially Schwinger's conjecture met some scepticism. In a conversation with Swieca he expressed his surprise that Rudolf Peierls (during a visit of the University of Sao Paulo in the 70s) rejected the possibility of a massive phase of QED. 2 The letter H stands for Hermitians and (as will become clear later on).also for Higgs.
symmetry breaking on the matter side rather than in terms of properties related to the renormalization aspects of massive vectormesons. In order to preclude any misunderstanding of this point; there is no denial that the formal SSB manipulation (combined with gauge transformations) applied to 2-parametric scalar QED are an efficient way to catch some second order aspects of first order A µ -H interactions. The question is rather whether the intrinsic properties of the model confirm this SSB mechanism or whether this is just an efficient mnemonic device (I kind of "pons asini") which formally relates the well-known 2-parametric scalar QED with the less known massive A-H model. Remembering that QFT is a foundational quantum theory, in which all properties attributed to a model must be intrinsic, this is an important issue.
The main purpose of the present work is to show that the opposite holds; massless interacting vectormesons are more subtle than their massive counterpart and therefore must be understood as massless limits of the latter. In distinction to Goldstone's physical SSB 3 (which does not apply to couplings involving vectormesons), which permits a formal return from the massive to the symmetric massless theory by "switching off the symmetry-breaking shift in field space, there is no way to return from a A-/ H coupling to its alleged massless scalar QED origin; the two models are very different. In fact the coupling of massive vectormesons to H matter disappears in the massless vectormeson limit, so that that only two uncoupled free fields (massive vectormeson+H-field) remain.
There is of cause nothing wrong in using SSB as a mnemonic device to obtain the correct local pieces of the second order starting from a first order A µ -H coupling, it however becomes harmful if misread in terms of representing a physical property of the so constructed model. QFT is foundational in the sense that, independently of the construction of models, their intrinsic properties always reveal every aspect of their raison d'être, independent of whatever formal manipulations and tricks were used in order to get to them. In the case at hand there is only one renormalizable way of coupling a H-field to a massive vectormeson.
The disappearance of its interaction in the m → 0 limit fully explains why it was difficult to find it and why it was finally found under a metaphoric veil. Last not least one begins to understand why up to date it seems so hard to understand the real foundational reason which makes its presence in the case of selfinteracting massive vectormesons (massive Y-M, massive QED) indispensable. The new stringlocal field setting in Hilbert space (SLF) for higher spin s ≥ 1 interactions used in this paper confirms and extends previous findings which were based on the "causal gauge invariance" (CGI) which is the setting based on the adaptation of the BRST setting to the Epstein-Glaser renormalization approach [4] .
The absence of a nontrivial classical Maxwell zero mass limit, combined with the post QED erroneous belief that interactions with massless vectormesons are simpler (against the theoretical problems of infraparticles and confinement, apart from phenomenologically successful prescriptions) set the stage for the "Higgs mechanism". Its widespread popularity can probably not be separated from the fact that, besides the Nobel laureates Englert and Higgs, there were two other (groups of) authors who independently discovered the abelian A-H coupling models in terms of identical SSB field-shift prescriptions and subsequent gauge adjustment. These strange coincidences should be understood as a result of a Zeitgeist in which all masses, (in particular those of vectormesons) were believed to be the result of a mysterious mass generation starting from an allegedly simpler massless situation 4 . This picture of a mass creation from the postulated SSB Mexican hat potential in terms of an originally gauge-variant scalar selfinteracting matter even entered the reasoning for the decision of the Nobel committee; although, as will be seen later, the correct explanation which replaces the Higgs mechanism maintains the fundamental nature of the discovery and in particular and preserves the strong relation between the nonabelian A-H interactions and the LHC observation.
Given the aforementioned prejudices of the Zeitgeist and the incomplete knowledge of the foundational principles of QFT, one understands in retrospect why the H-particle was discovered in this way it was, even though the SchwingerSwieca screening mechanism of massive vectormesons could have pointed into another direction 5 . In its most extreme stamping the Higgs mechanism (or rather its most vernacular version) contemplates particles which do not only provide the mass of vectormesons but even generate their own mass (the "God" particle). The use of such terminology should have caused the bells ring and reminded particle physicists about the factual impossibility of QFT to say anything about masses of the interaction-causing ("elementary") fields instead of criticizing only the entertaining metaphoric terminology.
The fact that a SSB current of an internal symmetry demands (by definition) that the model-defining first order interaction must contain both massive and (at least one ) zero mass scalar fields in the right way in order to lead to a diverging charge (a SSB generator), in no way contradicts this limitation of QFT. The shift in field space helps to find such interactions, but it does not "create" masses in the sense of a physical process or of a magic substitution which coverts the vacuum expectation values of the symmetric zero mass correlation into the correlation functions of the related SSB model. It is hard to imagine a bigger difference than that between a diverging SSB charge and the zero charge of the H-model. The only current of the abelian H-model is the identically conserved massive vectormeson-based Maxwell current whose screened charge is diametrically opposite to the diverging charge of a conserved SSB matter current (with the nontrivial finite symmetry generating charges between these extremes).
The masses which are in principle determined are those of bound states 4 Even in casses of genuine Lorentz covariant SSB symmetry breaking, the shift in field space is only a quasiclassical tool which facilitates the construction of a coupling with a conserved Nöther current whose divergent charge is the definition of a SSB generator (see section 4).
5 Actually Swieca used in some of his publications the terminology "Schwinger-Higgs" screening mechanism [2] [3] . associated with composite fields. Whereas the latter can be calculated in perturbations theory, the bound states are outside its range.
Another important difference with the Higgs mechanism is the role of a "Mexican hat" like selfinteraction of the matter field. Whereas in case of the Higgs mechanism it is postulated as part of the input (needed for the SSB on the side of the matter), in the gauge theoretic treatment of first order couplings g(A·AH +cH
3 ) (with an originally independent c-coupling) the implementation of the second and third order gauge invariance of the S-matrix does not only fix c but also induces a quartic H-selfcoupling which together with the third order contribution can be written in form the Mexican hat potential [4] [5] . The numerical coefficients are determined by the coupling g and the physical masses (or their ratios) of the first order interaction defining A µ , H fields. The SSB in terms of the shift in field space is a quasiclassical picture which only after reparametrization in term of the physical parameters makes formal contact with the first and second order induced interaction of QFT. Without awareness about these facts one gets stuck in metaphors.
In the new SLF setting this induction phenomenon is a direct consequence of the Hilbert space positivity ("off-shell unitarity") [17] . of the new SLF and does not need the "ghostly" Krein space setting of the quantum gauge formalism.
The role of positivity, which leads to the SLF weakening of localization, becomes even more remarkable in the presence of selfinteracting massive vectormesons. Although in this case there is no problem to find a first order interaction within the power-counting bound d int sd ≤ 4 and the first order CGI or SLF requirements, this breaks down in second order where d sd > 4 contributions destroy renormalizability 6 . The only known way in which they can be maintained is by augmenting the degrees of freedom through adding a first order A · AH coupling [4] whose H-free second order contributions cancels those renormalizability-violating second contributions from selfinteracting massive vectormesons. It is important to realize that this important observation of a new phenomenon does not depend of the incomplete nature of local gauge theory (the impossibility to describe off-shell unitarity).
Apart from the identical coupling strength, there is no restriction on the number of H-fields; however for only one H-field the compensation requirement uniquely fixes the full A-H model of selfinteracting massive vectormesons. This is very different from the abelian case in which (contrary to massive QCD or Y-M) massive QED remains consistent with or without H. With other words in the present case there is no "Occam's razor" which could remove the H; independent of the presence of other matter fields, the H is always present and only decouples (as in the abelian case) in the massless limit.
The fact that the metaphoric SSB prescription masks the difference to the abelian case (and in particular the important compensatory role of a H-field in selfinteractions of massive vectormesons) does not diminish the merits of the discoverers. The Higgs mechanism is by no means the only case in the history of particle theory in which a new foundational aspect was discovered by less than correct reasoning. Presumably the correct explanation, although less colorful for public attention-attracting narratives, could also have provided the necessary stimulus for mustering the enormous material resources and man-power which went into the successful (and still ongoing) LHC experimental research. The SSB placeholder was very sucessful in this respect but it is not capable to explain the difference between the abelian model (where the H-matter is on par with the coupling of complex matter) and its nonabelian counterpart (for which scalar or spinor massive QCD cannot exist without the H escort of the selfinteracting massive vectormeson).
For a critical view of the of the SSB metaphor it is enough to understand what quantum gauge symmetry is about. The terminology gauge "symmetry" (or "local symmetry") has a physical meaning in the classical setting but becomes problematic in QFT 7 . Formally it enters QFT through the Lagrangian quantization of pointlike zero mass s ≥ 1 potentials, but its physical origin is deeper; it can be traced back to the foundational role of the Hilbert space positivity which has no classical counterpart. At the bottom is a clash between quantum causal localization of s ≥ 1 fields and the Hilbert space positivity which has no classical analog.
This clash permits two solutions, a formal one which keeps pointlike fields and sacrifices the Hilbert space in terms of a gauge theoretic indefinite metric Krein space (with additional ghost fields in case of massive vectormesons); this is the origin of quantum gauge theory. The other more physical (but at the same time also more demanding) solution leaves it up to the Hilbert space to determine the tightest solution which is still consistent with its positivity. It turns out that the answer to this questions are string-like potentials combined with the theorem that s ≥ 1 interactions with mass gaps do not require the use of fields with weaker localization properties than that of semi-infinite spacelike strings.
The physical content of gauge symmetry in Krein space is quite different from a physical (flavor) symmetry in Hilbert space; its only purpose is to provide a partial return to a physical description namely the Hilbert space vacuum representation of local observables and a physical (gauge-invariant) S-matrix for models with a mass gap which acts in a Wigner-Fock particle space. Gauge theory does not provide a Hilbert space description in which local observables and the particle S-matrix are joint by physical fields which interpolate the localization properties inherent in the notion of fields with the scattering properties of particles. As a result it is not possible to prove any of the famous structural theorems of QFT (TCP, Spin&Statistics,..) and explore their consequences in particle physics; in fact the existence of fermionic BRST ghosts show, they those theorems are violated. In quantum gauge theory the intermediate use of unphysical fields cannot be avoided.
The awareness that gauge theory is primarily a useful placeholder of a fu-7 That "local gauge symmetry cannot be spontaneously broken by definition" was well known to experts of QFT in the 70s (section 5 in [6] ), in particular by the protagonist of the proof of the Goldstone theorem J. A. Swieca [25] . ture complete Hilbert space description was stronger in the past than it is now. Failed attempts by Mandelstam [7] and De Witt [8] show this but they also reveal that a description which is consistent with positivity ("off-shell unitarity") requires major new conceptual investments. As a result of impressive observational successes of gauge theory in its application to the Standard Model, this problem moved gradually into the background. Only physicists from the older generation sometimes express their astonishment that the conceptual incomplete gauge theory works much better than one could have expected and occasionally thought of this success as unmerited luck (I thank Raymond Stora for sharing his views on this philosophical point).
It is the main intention of the present paper to change this situation. This optimism is based on a better understanding between Hilbert space positivity and localization. On the one hand it has been known [9] (but probably only by a few people) that the field-particle relation in the presence of a mass gap shows that without loss of generality one can use interpolating fields whose localization is that of semi-infinite spacelike strings 8 . On the other hand the more recent solution of the localization problem of Wigner's infinite spin representation in terms of noncompact localization obtained by smearing stringlocal fields [10] was helpful in the construction of stringlocal fields for massless and massive higher spin s ≥ 1 particles [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Whereas the notion of causality in a Krein space has no direct physical interpretation in the sense of Einstein causality or the time-like causal completeness property beyond the subalgebra of local observables, the SLF setting preserves its physical content within the full theory at the surprisingly little expense of a weakening of localization from point-to string-like. A significant conceptual difference arises from the phenomenon of directional fluctuations which is the prize for upholding positivity (˜off-shell unitarity).
Different from gauge theory where the s-formalism bears no relation to physical causality and spacetime fluctuations 9 , the e ′ s in SLF lead to field fluctuations which only become "mute" in certain sums of perturbative contributions which are either e-independent or in which at least all e ′ s can be identified as in Wick products (within one can not only identify the x ′ s but also the e ′ s). A generalization of on-shell "mute-ness" to off-shell correlation functions of stringlocal fields suggests the existence of linear combinations of contributions for which the inner e-dependence (the e ′ s associated to those x which are integrated over) disappears or becomes mute 10 . In particular the e-dependence inside normal products (Wick-products in case of free fields) describing composite fields should be mute (all e ′ s may be identified), so that they can be interpreted as stringlocal composites in the sense of just one fluctuating string direction (pointlike com-posites are special cases thereof). Clearly e-independence corresponds to gauge invariance, but the infinities caused by identifying e ′ s in non mute expressions have no counterpart in gauge theory; the latter has no such violent reminders that a particular sum of graphs is not yet gauge invariant.
In the present work we will limit ourselves to a sketch of some of the underlying ideas and their implementation in second order on-shell perturbation theory. Problems of interacting off-shell fields will be addressed in forthcoming work of Jens Mund and the author [19] .
The application of SLF also solves the old question: are the Lie algebraic structures of second order selfinteracting vectormesons a "quantization relic" of the classical fibre bundle structure, or are they consequence of the foundational causal localization principle of QFT? Gauge theory cannot really answer this question 11 because the BRST formulation is the result of the adaptation of classical gauge concepts to quantum theory. The perturbative SLF Hilbert space formulation, which extends the standard renormalizable pointlike Hilbert space formulation to the SLF s = 1 setting, shows that the Lie algebra structure is indeed a consequence of local quantum physics (LQP).
For a long time the lack of understanding of the intrinsic physical meaning of "local symmetries" within the conceptual setting of LQP [20] [21] , but now there is at least a perturbative hint. Another problem which, apart from phenomenological considerations, remained outside the scope of gauge theory is that of gluon/quark confinement. Here the SLF setting offers new ideas which will be mentioned in the concluding remarks.
As an interesting historical remark we add that in deriving his theorem Swieca argued as if the particle states appearing in formfactors of massive field strength can be interpolated by pointlike fields in a Hilbert space. We know nowadays that for interactions involving s ≥ 1 this is not true. In deriving analytic properties of formfactors without such assumptions Buchholz and Fredenhagen [22] discovered that in models with a mass gap, the localization in arbitrary small spacelike cones (whose cores are semiinfinte spacelike straight strings) is sufficient to provide the analytic properties. It is remarkable that this general structural theorem [9] was motivated from filling a missing gap in Swieca's charge screening theorem. The first explicit constructions of associated stringlocal generating fields are those in [10] .
The next section presents certain properties of the Hilbert space setting. We will stress similarities to local gauge theory, but also emphasize significant conceptual differences (of which the most remarkable is the replacement of the ghost formalism by field-valued differential forms).
The third section contains a comparative CGI and SLF presentation of second order results of scalar massive QED and the abelian Higgs model without SSB.
The fourth section presents a second order argument of the Lie algebraic 11 I am indepted to Raymond Stora from emphasizing this point.
structure in the Hilbert space setting and the conclusions contain some remarks about how the confinement problem should be seen in the new SLF setting.
2 Formal analogies and conceptual differences between CGI and SSB For the convenience of the reader we start with the BRST in the presence of a mass gap in the form as one needs them to construct the gauge-invariant S-matrix
Here the superscript K refers to the Krein space in which these operators are realized and Q is the so-called nilpotent ghost charge (so that
is a massive vectormeson in the Feynman gauge and φ is a free scalar field of the same mass but with a two-point function of opposite sign (the Stückelberg field). The "ghosts" u,û are free scalar fermions and the Krein space is the linear space which the iterative application of the fields generate from the vacuum [4] . The BRST formalism is a perturbative tool so that positivity, completeness properties, Schwartz inequality etc. play no role. The operators have no spacetime connection, their only relation relative to each other is given in terms of the nilpotent ghost charge. Hence one cannot expect that they can be derived from the foundational localization principles of QT. Indeed they arose by playing mathematical games whose aim was to find perturbative operational rules which maintain on-shell unitarity in a positivity violating off-shell Krein space formalism. In order to arrive at the operational formulation of the ghost formalism it needed several improvements of the original unitarity arguments by 't Hooft-Veltman observations (Faddeev-Poppov, Slavnov, Becchi-Rouet-Stora Tyutin).
Although the use of these prescriptions turned out to be essential for the success of the Standard Model, their conceptual relation with the foundational principles remained unclear since QFT is the realization of causal localization in a Hilbert space; without positivity ("unitarity") there is no probability interpretation and hence the relation to quantum theory is lost and can only be recovered in special (gauge-invariant) situations.
As already mentioned in the introduction, massless s ≥ 1 covariant tensorpotentials are necessarily stringlocal, whereas massive pointlike potentials exist but as a result of their short distance dimension d s sd (point) = s + 1 all their interactions are nonrenormalizable since they violate the power-counting limit d int sd ≤ 4. The fact that the smallest possible short distance dimension of stringlocal fields is d s sd (string) = 1 suggests that there may be renormalizable stringlocal interactions. But the power-counting limit is not the only restriction, physics demands the existence of sufficiently many local observables generated by pointlocal fields; furthermore the S-matrix in models in with a mass gap should be independent of the string directions e since although fields may be stringlocal, the particles which they interpolate should remain those stringindependent objects whose wavefunction spaces were classified by Wigner. In the following we will show how these requirements can be met for massive vectormesons s = 1.
We start from a massive vectorpotential (the Proca field) and define its associated stringlocal potential in terms of the Proca field strength
Whereas the short distance dimension of the Proca potential and the field strength is d P sd = 2, the stringlocal vectorpotential and its scalar "escort" φ have d sd = 1. We could of course change the population density on the semiinfinite line from p(s) ≡ 1 to any other smooth function which approaches 1 asymptotically without leaving the local equivalence (Borchers) class; but if we want in addition to uphold the linear relation,
we must do this in the same way i.e. use the same p(s). Formally this corresponds to the possibility of gauge changes in (1) except that p(s) changes remain in the Hilbert space and maintain the relations between physical fields and particles. For the following it turns out to be convenient to express (2) as linear relations between v-intertwiners
The second line is the relation (3) rewritten as a linear relation between the three intertwiners. Using the differential form calculus on the d=1+2 de Sitter space of spacelike directions we define exact 1-form and 2-forms
They are field-valued differential forms with d sd = 1 which in a certain sense represent the Hilbert space counterpart of the cohomological BRST ghost formalism in Krein space. To maintain the simplicity of the covariant formalism the differential forms on the unit d = 1 + 2 de Sitter space are viewed as restrictions of the 4-dimensional directional e-formalism. The notation u,û suggests that they will play the role of the differential form analogs of the ghost in the BRST formalism.
These field-valued differential forms are natural extensions of stringlocal fields; together with A µ (x, e) and φ(x, e) they are the only covariant stringlocal members of the linear part of the local equivalence class of the free Proca field with d sd = 1. Their ghost counterparts play are important in the off-shell BRST formalism, but (apart from the appearance of u (K) -terms in the Q µ formalism) play no role in the (CGI or SLF) S-matrix calculations.
The 2-point Wightman functions of stringlocal objects can be calculated from their intertwiners or directly in terms of the line integral representation of the stringlocal A, φ. fields. One obtains [18] 
and similar expressions for M φ and mixed vacuum expectations M A,φ µ . The occurrence of the latter (which vanish in the gauge setting) is the prize to pay for maintaining off-shell positivity; only pointlike observables (field strengths, currents, gluonium composites,..) and the S-matrix are independent of e but their perturbative computation requires the use of stringlocal fields. The p·e±iε terms in the denominator are the momentum space expressions which correspond to the line integrals in the creation respectively annihilation components.
The time-ordered propagators are formally obtained in terms of the substitution
together with the Epstein-Glaser minimal scaling rule which allows the appearance of undetermined counterterms in case the scale dimension of the propagator is d ≥ 4. For later use (setion 3) we also note
Whereas in the SLF Hilbert space formalism the particle creation and annihilation operators are directly associated to Wigner particle states, the Krein space substitute A . Hence the physical scattering amplitudes for processes in which only s = 1 particles contribute in terms of the gauge formalism are q
whereas the S-matrix formalism shares the matter fields and their associated particles associated in the CGI with that in the SLF setting.
Besides the local observables, the only known shared global operator is the S-matrix. The big conceptual difference is that in SLF the S-matrix can be derived from the asymptotic properties of interpolating fields (on-shell unitarity from off-shell positivity), but in both settings perturbative calculations of the S-matrix which avoid off-shell fields may be obtained in terms of imposing the requirement of s or d e invariance on the formal time-ordered finite order contributions. In the SLF setting one expects that the perturbative S-matrix formalism can be extended to stringlocal physical fields whose perturbative correlation functions are independent of the e-directions of internal propagators (the offshell unitarity). Here the string-localization secures the positivity beyond the local observables and the perturbative S-matrix. It is perfectly legitimate to appreciate the formal analogies between the ghostly cohomological BRST gauge formalism in Krein space and the spacetime directional differential form calculus of SLF in Hilbert space as long as one remains aware of the formidable conceptual differences behind these similarities.
As an example of a formally gauge invariant global variable which is not correctly described in the pointlike BRST we mention the massless limit of the Wilson loop. It follows from (3) that the massive Wilson loop of the stringlocal potential is equal to its Proca counterpart. In the massless limit the difference of the two relations with different string-directions remains meaningful since although the stringlocal escort φ diverges, the difference between two different string direction remains finite. The upshot is that, although the massless limit of the Wilson loop of the stringlocal potential becomes independent on the concrete choice of the spacelike directions, the topological memory on a directional dependence still remains. This last effect is lost in the pointlike gauge theoretic setting. For interesting relations with the breakdown of Haag duality for m = 0 s ≥ 1 representations and the Aharonov-Bohm effect see [13] . Since the Haag duality is basically a classical effect to which QFT focussed attention, the SLF approach suggest the use of string-localization already in the context of classical gauge theory (even though stringlocal fields are outside the Euler-Lagrange setting).
The use of the stringlocal formalism becomes evident in the transcription of power-counting-violating first order pointlike interaction densities into their d int sd ≤ 1 counterparts. We illustrate this idea for massive QED as follows [19] L
Here we have used the conservation of the free current (all fields are noninteracting) and the notation L for the stringlocal interaction density. The power-counting violating pointlike interactions has been written in terms of a d int sd ≤ 1 L and a d sd = 5 carrying derivative term which (in models with a mass-gap) can be disposed of in the adiabatic limit of the first order S-matrix (AE: adiabatic equivalence). The nontrivial step of generalizing this idea to higher order time-ordered products will be undertaken in the next section.
Not all models are that simple. An interaction of a massive vectormeson with a Hermitian field
In this case even the stringlocal interaction density (and not only the the V µ ) depends on φ. There are other terms within the power-counting restriction which we could have added namely cH 3 + dH 4 with initially independent coupling strengths c, d. But we will see that the second and third order e-independence of the S-matrix induces these couplings as well as additional H-φ couplings. In fact the first and second order induced H-selfcouplings and H-φ couplings taken together have the form of a Mexican hat potential whose appearance has nothing to do with SSB but is fully explained in terms of the e-independence of the S-matrix (next section) .
Here the terminology induced refers to contributions whose presence is required for the e-independence of scattering amplitudes. This is a consequence of scattering theory in the presence of a mass gap; we refer to a general theorem in [9] [20] which states that the LSZ scattering theory permits an extension to stringlocal fields i.e. the difference between point-and string-localized fields becomes irrelevant on the level of incoming/outgoing particle states. In the context of the gauge theoretical formalism in Krein space no such theorem exists and hence the gauge invariance of the scattering amplitude becomes part of the gauge formalism which is a prescription outside the foundational principles of QFT.
The Krein space of gauge theory simply does not contain multiparticle Wigner states; the best one can do is to declare the free fields A P,K as the substitute of the generating fields A P of the Wigner particles which results 12 in (9). Gauge theory can only address perturbative aspects the S-matrix and local observables; the field-particle connection and problems concerning the relation of the basic (model-defining) fields and their (possibly composite) local observables remain outside its physical range. A useful reformulation for the construction of e-independent first order interaction densities in terms of a given number of stringlocal fields is to look directly for L, V µ or L, Q µ pairs with
instead of starting from an L P . The L of such a pair is then determined up to exact forms d e C; the associated S-matrix is even insensitive against additional divergence contributions which vanish in the AE limit.
Whereas the construction of a L, V µ pair and the extension to e-independent time-ordered higher order densities has a clear motivation in couplings with a mass gap, this is lost in the massless limit when φ and V µ cease to exist. In this case only (see 5) the 1-forms u, Q µ in de Sitter space remain
The physical motivation of this requirement is less clear because without a mass gap interactions of massless vectormesons have no S-matrix 13 . In higher orders the breakdown of the V formalism indicates the nonexistence of pointlike interaction densities which is part of the larger story of breakdown of compact localizability for charge-carrying operators and the "freezing" of string directions [24] .
Whereas the BRST gauge formalism uses allegedly charge-carrying unphysical pointlike fields, the SLF Hilbert space formalism already indicates in its perturbative setting that pointlike interaction densities become meaningless in the massless limit. Formally the gauge theoretic CGI formalism is based in the higher order extension of the relation sL K − ∂ µ Q K µ = 0 but maintaining pointlike localization of unphysical interaction densities lacks any physical motivation.
The way out is to use the structural simplicity of a Wigner-Fock Hilbert space description and reconstructing the massless theory in terms of Wightman's reconstruction using the m → 0 limiting correlation functions, thus maintaining the positivity of the limiting correlation function. A particularly interesting case arises if confinement is realized in terms of the vanishing of all correlation functions which contain besides pointlike composites also stringlocal gluons and (apart from "string-bridged" q −q pairs) quarks (see last section).
Induced higher order contributions and the "Higgs mechanism"
The generalization of the construction of a stringlocal renormalizable first order interaction density in terms of a L, V µ pair permits an extension to higher orders.
The second order relation (L ′ stands for L(x ′ , e ′ ))
would follow from the first order relation (10) if it would not be for the timeordering. The directional independence can then be used as a definition of a second order pointlike density [18] in terms of renormalizable stringlocal products and their derivatives
In defining the "natural" time ordering as that in which all momentum space factors p µ are taken outside
The minimal scaling rules of the Epstein-Glaser causal perturbation theory permits to define a T ordering which contains a yet undetermined parameter c (19). It turns out that this freedom can be used to absorb anomaly contributions into a redefinition of time-ordering. The second order anomaly is defined in terms of T 0 as
For our S-matrix setting we only need the 1-particle contraction component ("tree" approximation), but for reasons of notational economy we will omit the | 1−contr in (20) and (17) in the sequel. The anomaly contributions come only from point-and string-crossings where the distributional meaning of timeordering is ill-defined; outside these crossings the validity of (14) guaranties the vanishing of the bracket.
Before this will be illustrated in models involving massive vectormesons, it is constructive to compare the SLF approach with the older CGI gauge theoretic setting [4] . In that case one uses the Q-version
which has a SLF counterpart (s → d = d e + d e ′ , no K). Although this Qrelation is weaker than the V -relation, it is sufficient to define a second order gauge (or e-) independent S-matrix sS = 0 (or dS = 0) since the derivative terms drop out in the adiabatic limit. The simplest nontrivial illustration is the model of massive scalar QED 14 . In that case the presence of a derivative in the current (10) leads to delta function contributions from the divergence of the two-point function of the charged field
This together with d e (∂φ · A)˜d e (A · A) yields [14]
By absorbing the delta function terms N and N µ into a redefinition of the time-ordering
the looked for relation (the d e counterpart of 21), which secures the e-independence of the second order S-matrix in the adiabatic limit, has been established. For the construction of the stronger second order point-like density (18) which involves time-ordered products of derivative terms one has to work a bit harder, but the N, N µ remain unaffected. The result is the quadratic in A second order δ contribution known from gauge theory but in the present SLF Hilbert space setting it is the consequence of the foundational principles of QFT in the required Hilbert space setting of quantum theory.
There is fine point here which is worthwhile mentioning. In general it is not possible to set e = e ′ in stringlike propagators
since as a result of the different ε-prescriptions the distributional boundary value would be ill-defined. This was the precisely the problem which led to the abandonment of the use of the axial gauge. However this problem disappears if the momenta are on-shell, a fact which is well-known from the on-shell gauge independence (unitarity) in gauge theory which is a consequence of the use of the on-shell current conservation. In contributions to the S-matrix which are still e dependent it is not possible to take coalescent e ′ s, they must fluctuate independently. Only inside Wick-ordered products (and in terms which differ from e-independent contributions by Wick-ordered products) these fluctuations are "mute" and one may set e ′ = e. For off-shell correlation functions the expected corresponding statement is that the only e-dependence is that on the string directions of the fields whose correlation functions are to be calculated and not on e ′ s corresponding to inner propagators. In order to achieve this one has to add up sufficiently many terms (corresponding to adding up Feynman diagrams in order to achieve gauge invariance in a fixed order). The punishment for working with "none-mute" contributions is more "brutal" in SLF than in gauge theory. In this case the nasty properties of the axial gauge which led to its abandonment returns with full vengeance. Rarely have failure and success been that close as in the use of e as a fluctuating spacetime direction in the SLF Hilbert space setting and its rigid interpretation as an axial gauge parameter. Now we return to the problem of the A-H coupling (12). Up to the H selfinteractions these trilinear terms are the unique (up to V µ contributions with vanishing divergence) renormalizable d e (L − ∂V ) = 0 induced first order terms. In order to get directly to the relevant points in the present context, we will only highlight differences between the gauge theoretic second order calculations in [4] and those in the SLF setting. The gauge invariance of the second order S-matrix results in the following modification of the second order T 0 L K L K′ density as the result of the anomaly contributions
The anomaly-induced N -terms are of two different types; terms quadratic in A and quadrilinear R Scharf terms. The induction of selfinteracting terms is not surprising in view of the fact that already the first order sL − ∂Q = 0 induction lead to an explicit appearance of φ 2 H terms in L. The former correspond to the A·A |ϕ| 2 contributions of scalar massive QED and can, as previously explained, be absorbed in a T 0 → T change. The induced R terms have no counterpart in massive QED. They are part of the expected Mexican hat potential. To be more explicit on this point, the cH 3 + dH 4 terms which were already mentioned after (12) turn out to be necessary in order to keep the third order tree contributions free of anomalies; beyond the third order there are no tree anomalies [4] . The net result can be summarized by saying that the gauge-invariance of the S-matrix induces the Mexican hat potential V Scharf as a first and second order induced contribution. But from the point of view of a gauge-induced potential this way of writing is somewhat artificial since the content of the bracket suggests the presence of 1/g terms which, if left uncanceled against the g 2 in front, could suggest problems with perturbation theory.
The formal similarity of the CGI s-formalism with the SLF Hilbert space setting suggests that in spite of foundational conceptual differences the derivation should follow the same steps. This is indeed the case but in order to avoid the intermediate appearance of stringlocal delta contributions it is expedient to use the Proca field A P by writing
since the conversion of one A µ into its pointlike A P µ is still compatible with the d int sd ≤ 4 power-counting restriction. Another fine point which is worthwhile mentioning is that the d e second order calculation leads to an additional anomaly contribution delta contribution
with d sd = 5 which fortunately vanishes on-shell for e ′ → e. If one's aim is limited to show that the physics of the H-model is driven by the screening property of the charge of the identically conserved Maxwell current of the massive vectormeson and bears no relation to properties of the kind of matter coupled to it (in particular a SSB mechanism), one needs no explicit calculation since this screening property is a structural result of QFT conjectured by Schwinger and proven by Swieca [2] . Formally it is a result of the property of the massive Maxwell current
is screened which is already the case in zero order (a property of the free divergence free Proca field). This vanishing of the charge is independent on the kind of matter, it applies to complex (charge-carrying) matter as well to the coupling to H-matter.
One knows from the Goldstone theorem 16 that a conserved quantum current can only lead to a diverging charge (a SSB) if the conserved current couples massless and massive fields in a special way. In order to construct such models one uses the quasiclassical idea of a shift in field space in a originally massless theory. But this is only a mnemonic trick to start with a first order coupling in which massive and massless free fields are coupled in a way that renormalization theory can maintain this situation of conserved current with a diverging charge in every perturbative order. Renormalization theory always starts with a first order interaction density in terms of free fields which already have the physical masses of the interacting theory. QFT is not a theory which contains any information on masses of the elementary (model-defining) fields, and the SSB requirement on the masses of fields and that of the properties of coupling of massive vectormesons to matter are totally different and mutually exclusive. The identification of SSB with the field shift is a quasiclassical metaphor, but it is a realistic metaphor since in the context of (non-gauge theoretic) scalar fields it leads precisely to the desired renormalizable model of a conserved current with a SSB charge. On the other hand in case of interactions of massive vectormesons with matter it leads to the correct interaction and constitutes a characteristic intrinsic properties of the model (and not just a "pons asini" for its construction).
Nevertheless one has all the right to be surprised that formal manipulations on Lagrangians in some cases lead to correct results whose non-metaphoric justification has then to be looked for elsewhere. There are several such situations in particle theory, but none is as spectacular as the Higgs mechanism. Fortunately the correct explanation (see below) does not diminish the fundamental significance of the Higgs particle and its LHC observation for the consistency of massive selfcoupled vectormesons.
As long as one considers the SSB recipe as a useful mnemonic device to get (after reparametrization in terms of the physical masses of the model-defining fields before starting the perturbation theory) to the second order induced terms of a e-independent (or gauge independent) induced first and second order terms, no harm is being done. The problem only starts if one confuses this recipe with an intrinsic property of the QFT model. Terminology as "fattening" should have served as a warning that one is entering metaphoric swampland and reminded particle theorists that understanding of properties of QFT means connecting them to the foundational causal localization. We leave it up to the historians to explain why, despite the correct terminology "Schwinger-Higgs screening" in some publications at the time of the Higgs paper, this did not happen. Whereas massive vectormesons in abelian couplings to matter do not need the presence of H-fields, this situation changes radically in the presence of selfinteractions. In that case the H-fields become the alter ego of the massive vectormesons, but again the cause bears no relation to SSB but rather finds its explanation in the preservation of second order renormalizabilty. In all models of QFT except selfinteracting massive vectormesons the validity of the power-counting criterion d int sd ≤ 4 guaranties renormalizability in all orders. For massive selfinteracting vectormesons however the second order and with it all higher orders violate renormalizability. The only potential remedy in this case is to add the interaction with an additional field with a similar behavior whose power-counting violating second order contributions compensate those of the selfinteractions 17 . The scalar compensating field should share the selfadjointness with the vectormesons and its first order coupling to the vectormesons should also fulfill d int sd ≤ 4. It turns out that only couplings to H-fields pass this requirement and and violate the second order bound in the desired compensatory way. This role of H as a localization (˜renormalization) preserving escort of massive vectormesons is reminiscent of supermultiplets; but whereas in the case of supersymmetry the raison d'être was kinematics (which at the end of the day did not lead to renormalization-preserving short distance compensation), that of H-escort of selfinteracting massive vectormesons is precisely the restoration of renormalizability. Looking at the comparison of the models obtained through the SSB prescription compared with those from the CGI or SLF S-matrix construction in [27] its seems that there is a one-to-one correpondence; i.e. the hope that the SSB recipe is more restrictive (than the restrictions which QFT of A-H interactions imposes anyhow) does not seem to be supported.
The detailed calculations will be left to a separate publication. Here we will limit ourself to the remark that in contrast to the abelian H-A coupling its nonabelian counterpart contains indeed H-independent d sd > 4 second order terms which for e = e ′ remain uncompensated. The color analog of (29) are such terms. On the other hand the induced tri-and quadri-linear terms which take the form of a Mexican hat potential remain within the power-couting restriction. Furthermore the argument leading to the vanishing of the A-H interaction in the limit m → 0 remains valid so that the presence of the H is lost in the QCD limit.
Foundational origin of the Lie structure of selfinteracting vectormesons
One of the most profound unsolved problems of s ≥ 1 interaction is that of the conceptual origin of the Lie structure of selfinteracting vectormesons. The answer cannot be given by referring to gauge theory because from the viewpoint of the foundational principles of QFT a formulation which replaces the Hilbert space of QT by an indefinite metric Krein space (loss of positivity, the offshell "unitarity" problem) can only be tolerated as a placeholder (albeit a very efficient one) for one of QFT's still dark corners.
The problem of what is "behind local gauge" theory has been holding down progress in AQFT ever since it became clear that there is no connection with internal symmetries. The gauge aspect of inner symmetries has been completely understood in terms of the DHR superselection [20] analysis and its later extension by Buchholz and Fredenhagen [9] , but the conceptual problems behind local gauge theories ("the off-shell unitarity problem") remained unsolved despite enormous efforts of highly knowledgeable individuals using the existing conceptual reservoir of local quantum physics (LQP) [20] . The field algebra and its inner symmetries can be reconstructed from the observables (and the latter turn out to reappear as the fixed point algebra of the former), but these methods fail in case of local symmetries. It became clear that inner symmetries reduce the number of parameters of more general models of QFT but that selfinteracting vectormesons do not exist in a form in which the vectorpotentials are coupled in a less symmetric form than that of the second order Lie algebra structure.
The purpose of the gauge symmetry formalism is not to characterize a particular model within a less symmetric set of QFT models but it rather represents a formally rather elegant device to extract the vacuum representation of observables in form of a Hilbert space subtheory from an unphysical Krein space setting which, if left by itself, bears no relation to the foundational principles of QFT. Hence the imposition of relations between couplings which implement the Lie-structure (as it is known to result from the fibre bundle structure of classical gauge theories) have no intrinsic meaning; such relations must rather follow from the causal localization principles in a Hilbert space setting. There have been attempts to reconstruct theories as QED from the properties of its (local gauge-invariant) Hilbert space vacuum sector of observables. They required new ideas concerning spacetime restrictions and are still very incomplete and far from being useful in applications to particle theory.
In the present perturbative formulation within the SLF Hilbert space setting the relevant open problem is the derivation of this Lie structure from the second order induction starting from the first order pair L, Q µ pair. Within the gauge setting this has been verified [4] , but this does not solve the problem since the BRST gauge formalism resulted (via its predecessors 't Hooft-Veltman, Faddeev-Poppov and Slavnov) from the adaptation of classical gauge structures to some formal structures of QFT 18 . However the formal analogy of the CGI with the SLF formalism (in which the ghosts of the nilpotent s-formalism pass to spacetime differential forms on the de Sitter space of directions) at least indicates the perturbative way to do it.
For simplicity we restrict our calculation to the massless first order interaction. The simplest renormalizable L, Q µ pair reads
The anomaly is [19] 
λ } Here the deltas are the singular parts of (s.p.=singular part)
The second line contains a contribution from string crossing; the s-integral results from the Fourier transformation of the integrands (8)
in the T F A ′ propagators. In writing the first line we followed Scharf (page 113 in [4] ) by using the freedom of a normalization term (according to the EpsteinGlaser scaling rules) in the various 2-derivative contributions to the time-ordered two-point functions in T F F ′ e.g.
At the end of the calculation the remaining anomaly must of course independent of α. Following in this way Scharf's calculational procedure (there are different intermediate steps which lead to the same result) and adding the one obtains the intermediate result.
Symmetrizing in order to obtain A sym one notices that for e = e ′ the stringlocal delta contributions cancel and one arrives at Scharf's formula
The cancellation of the anomalies leads to α = 1 and the term
the validity of the Jacobi identity is a consequence of the remaining cancellation. Another more systematic bookkeeping following the logic of A sym in section 3 would consist in converting derivatives of delta functions ∂ µ δ...into ∂ µ (δ...) − δ∂ µ (...) [19] . We chose Scharf's derivation in order to show the proximity of the formalism despite the huge conceptual differences between CGI and SLF.
Resumé and outlook
If the terminology "quantum" is reserved for theories in which operators act in a Hilbert space whose positivity property ("unitarity") is directly related to the probabilistic interpretation, "quantum gauge theory" is strictly speaking not a quantum theory. To be more precise, it leads to two Hilbert space substructures, namely the vacuum representation of local observables and, at least in models with a mass gap, a perturbative construction of the S-matrix which acts in a unitary way on a Wigner-Fock particle space. What is missing are the fields which act irreducibly in the Wigner-Fock space and create physical states from the vacuum as well mediate between the world of the foundational causal localization principles of QFT and that of the of the relativistic particle observables. As a result, theorems as TCP, spin&statistics,..cannot be derived (for good reasons, as the use of gauge theoretic fermionic scalar ghosts shows).
The more recent SLF formulation of higher spin s ≥ 1 interactions within a Hilbert space is an attempt to overcome these shortcomings. It starts from the observation that the cause for being driven into gauge theory is much deeper than the obvious fact that it results from Lagrangian quantization of a classical field theory (for which positivity is no issue). At the bottom of the problem is a foundational conflict between pointlike (more generally compact) spacetime localization and Hilbert space positivity for s ≥ 1 tensorpotentials. In the case of massless tensorpotentials this conflict manifests itself in the well-known impossibility of associating pointlike potentials to pointlike field strengths, whereas in the massive case it is more subtle and remains hidden behind the connection between pointlike nonrenormalizability (short distance singularities d sd increase with perturbative order) and the loss of compact localizability. For s = 1 renormalizabilty can be restored by the use of stringlocal fields which generate operators localized in arbitrary narrow noncompact spacelike cones and which in turn is related to the fact that the weakening of localization reduces the pointlike d P sd = s + 1 to d S sd = 1. This suggests that nonrenormalizable pointlocal models which remain nonrenormalizable in the stringlocal SLF setting can probably not be viewed as perturbative expansions of mathematically existing QFTs.
It is surprising that for establishing the field-particle relation one never needs fields whose localization is less tight than that of semi-infinite spacelike strings (e.g. spacelike surfaces); there remains however a difference between strings in massless and massive s = 1 interactions; in the latter case string directions change under Lorentz transformations, whereas the massless strings are rigid in the sense that the Lorentz symmetry is spontaneously broken [26] . This rigidity turns out to be related to the fact that charge-carrying particles are surrounded by infinitely extended infrared photon clouds which convert chargecarrying Wigner particles into "infraparticles" whose presence in QED requires a modification of scattering theory. Interacting massive vectormesons lead to stringlocal charge-carrying fields which according to our best knowledge leave no observable on-shell traces of string-locality on the level of the particles which they interpolate i.e. the string-localization of fields gets lost as fields approximate particles for t → ∞.
This last point reveals the potential conceptual superiority of SLF over CGI in the existence of a intrinsic field-particle relation. It is well-known that in models with a mass gap the large time behavior (with an appropriate restriction between velocity directions of wave packets and the string directions) and an e-dependent renormalization of 1-particle states leads to an e-independent scattering matrix [9] . This construction is not possible in gauge theory, one rather has to be content with manipulating the perturbative representation of the n th order S-matrix in such a way that it fulfills the BRST gauge invariance requirement sS (n) = 0. Gauge theory is not a QFT but it is an excellent placeholder for such a theory.
The SLF setting confirms what had been noticed before in the CGI setting of BRST gauge theory; namely the Mexican hat potential of the A-H coupling of a massive vectormeson to a Hermitian scalar field (the abelian Englert-Higgs model) is induced by the gauge invariance of the second order S-matrix and has no relation to SSB. The SLF Hilbert space setting removes possible doubts which one could have about a formulation which lacks positivity. An off-shell SLF formulation 19 would be a greater protection against attributing physical meaning to the SSB shift argument since Goldstone bosons and their massive relatives cannot be stringlike.
The SLF does not diminish in any way the foundational significance of the Higgs particle for the Standard Model, but it shows that the metaphoric SSB reasoning has to be replaced by a new mechanism in which a nonabelian A-H coupling in second order compensates power-counting violating terms of the second order A-selfinteractions. For this the nonabelian A-H coupling must (in addition to the expected d sd = 4 Mexican hat terms also) contain second order contributions with d sd > 4. We showed that such contributions, which for e = e ′ vanish in the abelian case, remain persistent in second order nonabelian contributions (and left the calculation for their compensation against contributions from A selfinteractions to a future paper).
Historically the abelian H-model preceded its nonabelian counterpart and the terminology "Higgs mechanism" was used in both cases. But their con-ceptual content is very different; whereas in the abelian case one may add or remove a H coupling to or from an already existing (scalar of spinor) massive QED interaction, this is not possible in massive Y-M or (scalar or spinor) massive QCD. In this case the H becomes the alter ego of A and, as mentioned in the introduction, cannot be removed by Occam's razor, even if other couplings (massive spinor or scalar QCD) are present. The model of selfinteracting massive vectormesons is the only model known up-to-date in which a renormalizable first order coupling looses its renormalizability in second order unless one adds the degrees of freedom through an additional coupling to a lower spin field (same coupling strength but different masses). Whether higher spin interactions provide other illustrations for the necessity of lower spin "escort" fields remains to be seen.
The perturbative relation between gauge-invariance and string-indepence of the S-matrix confirms the high reliability of quantum gauge theory as a placeholder of a (for a long time unknown) Hilbert space formulation. But questions concerning the Lie structure of second order s = 1 interactions cannot be asked in a formulation in which they are not directly related to the foundational principles of QFT but rather "sneaked in" through the postulated (i.e. not derivable from the principles) gauge structure. In fact it is a bit misleading to speak about gauge (or local) "symmetry" since this terminology only makes sense in contrast with "unsymmetry". Theories with internal symmetries can be viewed as special cases of less symmetric but mathematically existing theories. This is not possible in the Y-M model. Gauge symmetry in Krein space reproduces these regularities but at the same time it masks their physical origin.
The present perturbative situation suggests that the restrictive nature of quantum positivity for higher spin interactions does not only account for the weakening of localization, but also explains the second order regularities of selfcoupled s = 1 vectormesons which mimick a Lie-algebra symmetry as well as the presence a short distance compensating escorting H-field in the presence of selfinteracting massive vectormesons. In quantum gauge theory one can arrange the renormalized perturbation theory in such a way that ordinary derivatives are replaced by covariant derivatives. In order to see whether this is possible in SLF one has to extend the on-shell S-matrix setting to the off-shell correlations functions of interacting stringlocal fields.
Another even more important aspect is the understanding of the massless limit of s = 1 couplings. The nonexistence of L, V µ pairs suggests to avoid a direct perturbative approach in terms of massless interaction densities 20 , and instead to postpone the massless limit to the perturbative vacuum expectation values of fields. This has the advantage that one starts from a conceptually clear situation of a QFT in a Wigner Fock space. The limiting correlations may then diverge (off-shell infrared divergencies), but if they exist, their positivity properties are preserved in the massless limit and can be used to construct an operator theory in an intrinsically defined Hilbert space. In QED the massless limit of stringlocal charge-carrying fields is believed to exist and its asymptotic behavior should then account for the structure of "infraparticles" which are behind the on-shell infrared divergencies and cannot be described in a WignerFock particle space.
In QCD this limit is expected to vanish for vacuum expectation values containing gluon or quark fields (apart from "string-bridged" q −q pairs) so that only pointlike composites (hadrons and gluonium) survive. One knows from two-dimensional models (massless limits of exponentials of free Bose fields) that nonperturbative vanishing is accompanied by the appearance of logarithmic divergencies for m → 0. This is the way in which the charge conservation in such an exponential model arises in the massless limit; all charge conservation-violating vacuum expectations vanish in the limit. Another much more demanding illustration comes from QED scattering theory. In that case Yenni-Frautschi and Suura [29] argued (on the basis of resummations of the leading logarithmically infrared divergent contributions) that scattering amplitudes of charged particles with a finite number of ingoing/outgoing photons vanish. This is the relativistic version of the much older Bloch-Nordsiek model which led to the description of scattering in terms of infrared photon inclusive cross sections. The dissolution of discrete mass states into the continuum is the on-shell manifestation of the rigidity of spacetime string-localization of the physical electron field in the massless limit which has no counterpart in the BRST gauge theory 21 . Another much more demanding the gauge formalism such manipulations suffer from the fact that the pointlike fields at issue are not physical. In the new SLF setting one faces the formidable problem of dealing with covariant stringlocal fields but at least it is clear what would has to do in order to obtain a proof of confinement which is still within the fringes (the re-summation) of perturbation theory.
These observations suggest that confinement in the form of vanishing of vacuum expectation values containing stringlocal gluon/quark fields in the massless less limit (the nontriviality of only composites describing gluonium and hadrons) should find its perturbative manifestation in off-shell logarithmic divergences for m → 0.
It is well-known that in covariant gauges of the BRST gauge setting there are no infrared off-shell infrared divergencies [28] , but since the short or longdistance behavior of gauge dependent operators is physically irrelevant, nothing can be learned from their correlation functions. Fortunately the Hilbert space compatible axial gauge, to which our SLF setting maintains a formal connection, is much more "nasty" (which after all was the reason for abandoning its use in gauge theory). It is precisely this nastyness which is responsible for the directional fluctuations of the SLF setting. What would be a curse in gauge theory (namely possible off-shell infrared divergences of the axial gauge) is a blessing in SLF. It is precisely this singular behavior which sustains the positivity-supporting directional fluctuations which may lead to the desired logarithmic divergencies for m → 0. For this purpose one has to generalize the present perturbative on-shell S-matrix setting to off-shell vacuum expectation values of stringlocal fields.
The massless stringlocal fields in Hilbert space are the true QFT analogs of long range two-particle potentials in QM. The conjecture that confinement find its solution in nonabelian gauge theory has attracted the attention of particle theorists for more than 4 decades. Whereas for many problems the on-shell unitarity of the perturbative S-marix in massive gauge theory seems to be quite appropriate, gauge theories lack of success for the confinement problem may be related to its inability to account for off-shell positivity.
